
List of Hypnosis Spirits for MD

Hypnotherapy is an alternative medicine where hypnosis is used to create a 
state of focused attention & increased suggestibility where positive 
suggestions & guided imagery are used to change people.

4 distinct steps, 5 wisdoms, 30 seconds for children normal mind state to 
switch to more receptive state almost comatose before TV, 1000 yard stare, 
2003 Mission Accomplished speech, 

A diamond is forever, absorb attention, Absorption psychology, access 
unconscious memories, acoustic therapy, active imagination, Advertainment,
Advertising avatar, advertising hypnosis, Advertising in video games, 
Advertising slogan, affects autonomic nervous system, affects 
parasympathetic nervous system, affects sympathetic nervous system, 
Aflacts, Age regression in therapy, All men are created equal, All politics is 
local, all-pervading power, alleviate headaches, alter behavior patterns, 
altered mind, altered mood, altered state of awareness, Altered state of 
consciousness, altered state of mind, Always Low Prices, Always there, 
Amandla power, anachronism, Angel dusting, animal electricity, animal 
familiars, Animal magnetism, animal spirits, Anxiety, anxious, anxiousness, 
Apex effect, appropriate attitudes, appropriate motivation, artheritis aid, 
artificial sleep state, artificial somnambulism, Ash heap of history, Ask not 
what your country can do for you but what you can do for your country, 
associational logic, asthma aid, atavistic hypothesis, Atavistic regression, 
Atavistic Theory of Hypnosis, auto suggestion, autogenic abreaction, 
autogenic imagery, Autogenic Training, Autohypnosis by memorised trance 
instructions, autohypnosis, Autohypnosis by post-hypnotic suggestion, 
automatic behaviors altered, automatic handwriting, automatic speaking, 
Autoscopy, Autosuggestion, avatars, avatism, Axis of weasels, 

Bait-and-switch, Barber and Calverley, Battle trance, be under a spell, 
Because you're worth it, beer slogan - I am Canadian, behavioural patterns 
influenced, believe anyone, believe anything, Below the line ads, best a man 



can get, best lager in the world, Better dead than red, biactinism, Big Stick 
ideology, biofeedback, bioplasma, Bo Knows, Board of Clinical Hypnotherapy,
bodymind meditation, Braid, brain hemispheric dominance, brainwashed, 
brainwashing, brainwashing techniques, Bread and Roses, break down ability
to reason, break down mind defenses, break moral code, Break The Trance, 
Breakfast of Champions, breathing control, breathing techniques, Bring Us 
Together, Brotherhood and unity, Built for the road ahead, brute beast 
actions, By any means necessary, bypass normal conscious thinking and 
influence directly in unconscious level, bypass critical rational thinking, 
bypass normal intellect, 

Cabinet of Doctor Caligari, conscious mind thrust aside for subconscious to 
react, Carl Young, Carleton Skills Training Programme, catatonic state, 
catatonic trance, Catholic exorcism, Celebrity branding, Cerebral Physiology 
& Mesmerism and Their Applications to Human Welfare, change attention, 
change level of consciousness, change mind, change mood, changes 
reticular system, channel, channel magnetic fluid, channeler, channeling, 
Chattering classes, Chicken hypnotism, chief oracle of American psychology,
Childbirth Anesthesia, children enter trance state in 30 seconds watching 
TV, Chinese concept of Chi, choice of a new generation, choice removed and 
replaced, chronic state of hypnosis, Clark L. Hull primitive precursor of 
modern hypnotic skills training programmes, Clean Plate Club, Click It or 
Ticket, Clinical Hypnosis, Clinical Hypnotherapy, Clunk Click Every Trip, 
Coalition of the willing, Coding therapy, Cognitive/behavioral hypnotherapy, 
Cold reading, CollarCard, Comatose, Come and take it, communicate 
messages to hypnotised patient, complete attention, complete attraction, 
complete catalepsy, compliance, compliant, Computer is Personal Again, 
concentrate completely, Concentration, Conditioned inhibition, Conditioning, 
conflicting hypnotic messages, confuse suggestions with authentic memory, 
confusion techniques, conjur, conjurer, Connecting minds, Connecting 
people, conscious auto-suggestion, conscious mind thrust aside for 
subconscious to react, Consumer-generated ads, Contemporary Hypnosis, 
controlling impulses, Convulsion, Corinthian leather, Corporation slogans, 
corpse pose, cosmic magnetism, Couay, Covert hypnosis, Covert hypnosis 
techniques, Creating tomorrow and beyond, Creative strategies in ads, crisis 
effort of nature against illness, cue, cults, cultural aspect of magnetism, 



cultural phenomena, cupid's arrow twang, Curative hypnotherapy, 

DAGMAR marketing, Daydream, death magic, Death panel, deep breathing, 
deep relaxation, Delirium, Depersonalization, depressed, depressing, 
depression, depression trance, deprived of sleep, Derealization, desensitize, 
desensitized, desensitizatng, desensitization-relaxation technique, different 
focus levels, dire need, direct concentration on visualizing desired result, 
direct suggestion, direct vital fluid to sick to heal, directed, Directing, 
disciplines, Display window, dissociate from and become consciously 
unaware of pain, dissociation of consciousness, Dissociation theory, 
distractions eliminated for full attention, Divided consciousness, Don't ask - 
don't tell, Don't Hold Others Back, Don't let the fire go out, don't think for 
self, double bind suggestions, dream environment, dream incubation, dream 
state, dreaming, dreamy, dream yoga, dreamy, dunamise, dynamide force, 

E S P, E S T, early behavior therapist, Ease the squeeze, eastern mysticism, 
eastern mystics, Eat Like You Mean It, Ecstasy, edge of sleep, Ego death, 
electrical psychology, electro-biology, embedded commands, emotional 
jujitsu, emotional reaction, emotional suggestibility, Employee pricing, 
emotionally laden images, emphasised unconscious transference, 
emphasising conditioned reflexes, employ hypnotic principle, end time mind 
control, energetic techniques, energy generated as mind focuses on single 
image, energy healers, enter hypnotic state of mind, Engineered To Be Enjoy,
enhance problem solving, Ericksonian hypnotherapy, ethereal medium, 
ethereal medium, etherology, Euphoria, Every kiss begins with Kay, Every 
little helps, Every Man a King, Everyone's invited, evidence of 
responsiveness, evil imagination, Evil empire, evil spirit guides, evil spirit 
protectors, exchange demons, Excitatory gnosis, exoticism, excruciating 
pain, Experimental Hypnosis, Extrasensory perception, 

faith in hypnosis, fakirs, false fasting, false memory under hypnosis, familiar 
spirits, familiars, family therapists, fantasy, fantasize in hallucinatory way for
drama and excitement, FAST marketing, Fears of all kinds, field of hypnosis, 
Fixate attention, finger lickin' good, First and Only Network for Kids, First 
party leads, Flow psychology, fluid circulation blocks, Fly the friendly skies, 
focus attention elsewhere, for Arthritis pain, for dentistry, For Your 
Consideration, Fractional autohypnosis, Franz Mesmer, free association and 



interpretation of the unconscious, Freebie marketing, Freuidism, gain from 
deep potential present in them, 

Galvanism, Gambling Hangover, gaze, gender attraction altering hypnosis, 
gender preference altering hypnosis, gender-specific states of 
consciousness, general universal principles of magnetism, Get out the vote, 
Giant sucking sound, Give me liberty or give me death, Glasnost, Glove 
Anesthesia, go team go, Go to work on an egg, goal-focused approach, Good 
government, Good things come to those who wait, Good to the last drop, Got 
Milk, Grimes, guided imagery, guided imagination, guided memory, gullible, 
gullibleness, Guinness is good for you, 

habit control, habits altered; hallucinating, hallucinations, handwriting 
analysis, haphazard hypnotic effect, happiest place on earth, Hard sell, 
Hardworking families, Harmony restored, heart rate control, hetero-hypnosis,
hidden triggers, high hypnotizables, high suggestibility, Higher 
consciousness, highly hypnotizable, Highway hypnosis, Hippolyte Bernheim, 
Hour That Never Was, Human Hybernation, Hypnagogia, Hypnoid state, 
hypno-analysis, hypno-birthing, Hypno-surgery, hypno-therapist, Hypno-
therapy, Hypno-therapy in childbirth, Hypno-therapy dentistry, Hypno-therapy 
for Artheritis, Hypno-therapy for pain, Hypno-therapy for smoking cessation, 
etc; Hypnodermatology, Hypnography, Hypnopompia, hypnos, Hypnosis 
Applications, Hypnosis Cognitive Behavioral Perspective, hypnosis develops 
psychic powers, Hypnosis field, Hypnosis in Modern Medicine, Hypnosis in 
popular culture, Hypnosis journals, Hypnosis organizations, Hypnosis 
Society, Hypnosis Suggestibility, hypnosis therapy, hypnosis to change 
gender preference, hypnosis to developing psychic powers, Hypnotic 
behaviour, Hypnotic conditioning, hypnotic control, hypnotic desensitisation, 
Hypnotic genius, Hypnotic illusion, Hypnotic induction, Hypnotic interaction, 
hypnotic medium, hypnotic mind control, Hypnotic process, Hypnotic 
proponents, Hypnotic realities, Hypnotic regression, Hypnotic rituals, 
Hypnotic stories, Hypnotic subject, hypnotic suggestions, Hypnotic 
susceptibility, Hypnotically install false reality, hypnotically receptive mode 
in 30 seconds watching TV, hypnotism, hypnotists, hypnotizability, hypnotize 
to change gender preference, Hysteria, hysterical, 

I deserve it, I love New York, I Have a Dream, idea of the all-penetrating, 



ideo-dynamic response, Ideomotor phenomenon, ideomotor response, Ihsan, 
illusions, imagination replaces reality, Imaginative Transformation, imagery 
friends, imagery journeys, imagery playmates, Imaginative Transformation, 
immersed in hypnotic state, implant suggestions in mind, implant-er, 
implants, imponderable force, Impossible is Nothing, improve concentration, 
improve control of emotions, improve memory, improve recall, Incomplete 
comparisons, Inconsistent comparisons, induce relaxation, induce state of 
hypnosis, induce state of relaxation, induced, inducer, inducing, induction, 
Infamy Speech, Ingredients for Self-hypnosis, Inhibitory gnosis, Insensitivity 
to physical pain, instant awakening to spirit world, Instant sleep, intense 
heat, International community, invisible energy, irresistible power, isolation 
tank, It breathes me, It takes a licking and keeps on ticking, It's frothy man, 
it's in you to give, it's the real thing, It's Time, 

James Braid first hypnotist, Joementum, Johannes Schultz, Journal of 
Medical Hypnotism, journaling, Just do it, Just Say No, 

Kappasinian hypnotherapy, Kid in You, Kills bugs dead, knowledge of the 
hearth, 

LBR Criteria, lack self-esteem, Ladder of opportunity, Last Best West, Latah, 
laying on of hands, learned routine of Hypnosis, Lesserianism, Let your 
fingers do the walking, Let's roll, Libertay Égalité fraternité, life energy, life 
fluid, Life opens up when you do, Life's good, life's short play more, Life 
liberty and the pursuit of happiness, Life - Be in it, like magic, like no other - 
make believe, Live Free or Die, Location-based advertising, Log cabin 
campaign, Loss leader, Love it or leave it, lucid dreaming, 

magic in ads, magical acting products, magnaytiseurs, Magnetic exercises, 
magnetic force, Magnetic healing, Magnetic lucidity, Magnetic practices, 
Magnetic sleep, Magnetic somnambulism, magnetism, magnetizers - channel 
magnetic fluid, Major depressive disorder, Mania, Manifest destiny, Mantra 
Meditation, mantras, marital hypnotherapist, mass hysteria, Media clip, 
Medical Hypnosis, meditation, meditative consciousness, mediums first 
trained for spirit contact by hypnosis, Melts in your mouth not in your hands, 
Memory hole, mental ataraxis, mental elements as will and intention, mental 
imagery, Mental repetition, mental suggestion, Merry Crisis, Mesmer's 



system, mesmeric sleep, mesmeric state, mesmerism, mesmerize, 
mesmerized, mesmerize-er,  mesmerizing, Message - I care, mind altering, 
mind body intervention, mind-body syndromes, mind control, mind occult, 
mind over body, mind over pain, Mindful hypnotherapy, Mindfulness, 
Mindstream, mineral magnetism, Missile gap, Modern hypnotherapists & 
Couay, modern hypnotherapy, modus operandi of self-hypnosis, Mohair 
berets, mood altering, Morning in America, Motivating, Motivation for 
Hypnosis, Motivational speaking, mrtasana, muscle relaxation, Music 
therapy, Musical ecstasy, 

Nancy School, Narcosynthesis, Nature of Hypnosis, Nature Of Suggestibility, 
neopaganism, neo shamanism, neuric force, Neuro-linguistic programming, 
neuroses trance, Never forget, new age religions, new age therapies, New 
Frontier, New Thought, New world order, NIM-Be, No gods, no masters, No 
taxation without representation, Nothing runs like a Deere, Now You're 
Playing with Power, nyasa, 

obesity, occult abilities, occult associations from yoga to mesmerism, occult
mind control, occult powers, occult users, occultism, od, odan, odin, Odic 
force, Of the people, by the people, for the people; Ome's, One man one vote, 
Opiat of the people, Opium of the people, oppress, oppressed, oppress-er, 
oppressing, oppression, Oriental hypnosis, Out-of-body experience, Out-of-
body travel, Outposts of tyranny, overt hypnosis, overwhelming, overwhelms 
rational thinking, Ownership society, oxygen deprivation, 

paganism, pain management, palsy, Panic, panic attack, panicy, Paper tiger, 
paralysis, parapsychological research, parapsycology, partial attraction, 
partial catalepsy, Passive concentration, Passiveness, passivity of body, 
pasivity of mind, passes hands near body, Past life regression, pathetism, 
Peace, order, and good government; Peak experience, People's Power, 
Perceive time with pain shorter & time free of pain as longer, Petetin, 
Phreno-magnetic effects, physical suggestibility, physiological conditioning, 
Piracy is theft, planetary magnetism, poles points, political slogans, positive 
attitude, positive lying, positive suggestion, positive thinking, positivism, 
possession & exorcism, Posthypnotic amnesia, Power of One, power of 
suggestion, power of the soul, Power to the people, Power to the players, 
powers of persuasion, practice mastered, prajana, prana, pratyahara, prayer, 



Presyncope, Pretending hand numb and placing it on painful region, problem-
focused approach, Product demonstration, progressive muscle relaxation, 
Promotional merchandise, Property is theft, Proud as a Peacock, psych ops, 
psych self up, psychotherapeutic practice, psychic abilities, Psychic 
apparatus, psychic conditioning, psychic energy, psychic powers, psychic 
users, Psychodunamy, psychological operations, psychosis, 

rather fight than switch, rational mesmerism, rational mind over-run, raw 
charisma, reach out & touch someone, Read my lips no new taxes, Real 
progress, receptivity to suggestion, reciprocal influence, Recovered-memory 
therapy, Recreational hypnosis, Recycle It Don't Trash It, Reduced afferent 
stimulation, relaxing meditative experience, relaxing mental exercise, 
Relaxation hypnotherapy, relaxation response, relaxation technique, 
Relentless focus on you, religious ecstacy, Religious experience, ritual 
ecstacy, repeating slogan often, Repetition variation, Repetitive, 
Repetitiveness, replace negative with positive experience, Retail Radio, 
rheumatism, Roll-in, Romanticism, Rule the Air, 

Salpetriere School, Salter's behavioural approach, samadhi, Save big money, 
Saving you money everyday, say hypnosis the only risk-free childbirth 
anesthetic, Scientology and hypnosis, seizures, self-awareness, Self-
Hypnosis and Stress, self-hypnosis conditioning, Self-hypnosis, Self-hypnosis 
tapes, self-hypnotic state, self-hypnotic techniques, self-induced hypnosis, 
self-suggestion, sensory deprivation, Serve the People, Seven-Per-Cent 
Solution, Sexual pleasure, Share moments Share life, Shavasana, shifts in 
mental state, Shrimp on the barbie, Sigmund Freud, Silent majority, sixth 
sense, skin conditions, sleep deprivation, sleep disorders, sleep 
disturbances, sleep eating, sleep paralysis, sleep scratching, sleep walking, 
sleeper agent, sleeper cell, sleeping agent, Slip-Slop-Slap, slogan ads, Snap 
Crackle Pop, Society of Harmony, Society of Clinical Hypnosis, Society of 
Medical Hypnosis, Soft sell, Solution-focused hypnotherapy, somnambulism 
state, speak directly to the subconscious, specific method of vitalistic cure 
of magnetism, Specific Questioning, specific state of being, specific state of 
consciousness, spirit guides, spirit helpers, Spirit of Radio, spiritism, spiritual
healers, spiritualism, Stage hypnosis, standard formulas, stare at bright 
object long, candle, fire, light, laptop, monitor, TV, video or computer game, 



etc; stare at nothing, stare into space, Starve the beast, state of hypnosis to 
learn channeling, state of somnambulic consciousness, Stauning or Chaos, 
step-by-step progression from physiological conditioning to psychic 
conditioning, Stick Together, Stillness Meditation, Stillness Meditation 
Therapy, Stir of Echoes, strengthen self-esteem, stress, stressful, stressed, 
subconscious auto suggestion, subconscious information, subconscious 
mind opened to suggestion, Suggestibility, subjective sensitivity, subliminal 
advertising, subliminal message by hypnosis, subliminal message in ads, 
subliminal message in music, Subvertising, Sufism, suggestibility, 
Suggestion, Suggestive Therapeutics, Sunderland, Surrogate advertising, 
susceptible, Svengali, Syncope, systematic desensitisation, 

Takes two to tango idiom, tantras, Taste the rainbow, Testimonial, that's the 
magic, the force, The whole world is watching, Theosophical Society, There 
is no alternative, There you go again, They shall not pass, They're grate, 
Thick line, Think Different, This Is Your Brain on Drugs, Three techniques of 
autohypnosis, Time Distortion, time worth wasting, traditional hetero-
hypnosis, Traditional hypnotherapy, traditional ways to inducing hypnosis, 
Trailer promotion, trance channeller, trance channelling, Transcendental 
Meditation, Trance Theory of Mental Illness, trance without convulsions, 
Trance, trances, Transfer propaganda, transferance of spirits, transfusion of 
magnetic power to others, transmitted through inward feeling, 
Transpromotional, trembling, triggers, Trojan horse business, tunnel vision of
mind, 

Ultimate Driving Machine, Unconscious mind altered, under bondage of 
hypnosis, under influence of hypnosis, under spell of hypnosis, undergo 
hypnotic induction, Uni-pole sign, unique hynoptic state, universal energy, 
universal fluid, universal life force, unobstructed vision, unrestrainable 
power, use word or phrase to hypnotize self, 

va, vada, Video in print, Viewing pain as non-threatening, acceptable 
sensation or pressure, Virtual gastric band, visualize, visualized, visualizing, 
visualization, vital energy fluid force, vital magnetic force, vital universal 
principles of magnetism, vulnerable, vulnerableness, 

Wakefulness, walk a mile for a camel, walk-ins, washes whiter, watch 



hypnosis, watching or hearing others use hypnosis, advertising, film, live, 
radio, tv shows, etc; We Bring Good Things to Life, we're number 1, Weltmer 
Institute of Suggestive Therapeutics, What's up, Where's the beef, Whip 
inflation now, Who, whom, Why shop anywhere else for toys, Winners Don't 
Use Drugs, wodan, Woman in Green, word, sound, or phrase repeated often; 
Workers of the world, unite, Working Hypnosis, world’s greatest oracle of 
hypnotism, wuodan, 

Yoga nidra, yogic sleep, yogas of all types, You Got the Right One, Baby, You 
Press the Button, We Do the Rest, You Will, You're in good hands, Yunggian-
ism, 

zombi, zombi like state, zombi-ized, zoom zoom, 

In the Name and Blood of the Lord Jesus Christ, I bind up each and 
every demon left, I individually chain, cage, bag and box them. I put them in 
caves with rocks over the caves with the Light of the Lord shining bright and 
the angels of the Lord reading Scriptures and praise the Lord continually. I 
cover us all with the Blood of Jesus. I call upon God's Holy Spirit to fill 
everybody full to overflowing and to keep chasing out the demons and to 
restore God's people. In Jesus' Name, I loose legions of the spirits of the 
Lord, life, health, healing, restoration, wellbeing, sound mind, and a good 
night's sleep.

We thank You Lord Jesus for everything You have done. We give You all
the glory and honour, and blessings and praise. In Jesus' Mighty Name and by
His Blood. Amen.

Pastor T. John Franklin
Church of Salvation, Healing, and Deliverance

COS-HAD.org


